CH. KESHARI EXCALIBUR

Dog
Black, tan and white
Whelped 10/25/1979
Bred by Owner

Owner: Anne Dragoo
Houston, TX

Ch. Vorenoff Kyril Tolkaia, CD, FCh.
Ch. Kristull Ggarland Bandit, FCh.

Sire: Keshari Algonquin

Ch. Cossack’s Aristotle
Windswept Arpege of Keshari
Ch. Kaoc’s Katerina of Windswept CD

Ch. Russack of Volga

Am. Mex & Int. Ch. Vronsky of Volga
Valeska of Volga

Dam: Oso Blanca of Telton

Kharkov Pascovitch de Morton Hall
Sleza Kharkova de Morton Hall
Grouinna des Marines